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Bruce Huber’s thoughtful article, “The Durability of Private Claims to Public Property,” is an excellent demonstration of the ways that older uses of the federal public lands continue long past the times they should be expected to expire. But the federal public lands are not necessarily a stand-in for public property in general; most other kinds of public property have far fewer and less intense problems with durable private claims, or indeed with private claims at all. The federal public lands, on the other hand, have a set of particular characteristics that lend themselves to a pattern in which private users first assert and then overstay their entitlements. The problem of durable claims on the public lands is in some ways an instance of the problem of regulatory change, made more acute by the special characteristics of the federal public lands. This commentary flags one of these characteristics in particular: the echoes of a very old concern about the potential linkage between a federal “endowment” of large public lands and autocratic government—a concern that, to some degree, still animates opponents to federal assertions of control over the public lands.

In the spring of 2014, rancher Cliven Bundy, together with a group of self-appointed armed “militiamen,” placed himself in a standoff with the Federal Bureau of Land Management (BLM) in southern Nevada. The BLM insisted that Bundy owed over $1 million in delinquent and current fees for
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grazing his livestock on federally owned land, but Bundy insisted that grazing on this land should be costless to him and refused to pay. Bundy’s group effectively chased off the federal officials and, in doing so, garnered considerable conservative media support—at least until Bundy himself made some extemporaneous and intemperate remarks about the state’s African-American population. Not surprisingly, his reference to alleged welfare freeloaders invited comparison to his own considerable outstanding bill for the use of federal property.

Bundy’s set-to with federal officials bears closely on the topic of Bruce Huber’s important article on the persistence of private claims to publicly owned property. In Huber’s account, the federal public lands exemplify a situation in which the federal government essentially loses control of federal public lands to pre-existing private claims that then become entrenched. Even when public property is repurposed for all future development, Huber argues, the earlier nonconforming claims persist long beyond any plausible legal entitlement. Bundy’s case is perhaps an exception to Huber’s account insofar as the BLM has kept alive its claims for grazing fees, but it is quite consistent insofar as longtime western cattle ranchers have continued to enjoy “the largesse of a friendly public landlord” (as libertarian law professor James Huffman put it).

Huber argues that many private claims to use public property originated in an earlier era in which the federal government’s chief desiderata for the public lands were settlement and resource exploitation, for both economic and defense reasons—the latter at a time when other nations like Great Britain and Russia threatened to make inroads on America’s newly acquired lands. This was the era in which federal management followed what Huber
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calls the “open access” model.\footnote{Id. at 997.} Even though resource use patterns were chaotic during this era, there was nothing particularly problematic for government policy about private claims to resources, no matter how long they endured; settlement and rapid development, after all, were the objectives of federal land policy. Beginning in the later nineteenth century, however, the open access model gradually gave way to a “proprietary” model in which the federal government planned to direct the use of the public lands specifically, marking some for conservation and others for other specified uses for which the government should receive due recompense.\footnote{Huber, \textit{supra} note 1, at 1030-32.}

But according to Huber, even though the proprietary model now more or less dominates governmental policy concerning the public lands, and even though this model and precludes \textit{new} claimants from many of the older types of uses, public land management has been noticeably lenient toward \textit{old} claims that have held over from the open access model. Old leases are renewed and illegal nonconforming uses continue without expulsion or revision. Other nonconforming prior uses even expand in defiance of the new proprietary model.\footnote{Id. at 1015.} Huber gives many examples of this pattern, including the ways that local ranchers have controlled federal grazing areas—\footnote{Id. at 1004-05.}—a topic brilliantly exposed in Phillip Foss’s \textit{Politics and Grass}\footnote{Phillip O. Foss, \textit{Politics and Grass: The Administration of Grazing on the Public Domain} (1960).} and, more recently, the confrontation between federal officials and the defiant holdover permittees of an oystering business in Point Reyes, California.\footnote{Huber, \textit{supra} note 1, at 1035.} Huber could have given many more. One notorious example is the western “prior appropriation” system of water rights that developed during the Gold Rush era as miners and stockmen trespassed on federal land and took water out of surface streams, in defiance of then-existing federal water laws requiring users of surface waters to leave those waters largely instream.\footnote{For a recent book on the origins of the western “appropriative” water system, see David Schorr, \textit{The Colorado Doctrine: Water Rights, Corporations, and Distributive Justice on the American Frontier} (2012).} Indeed, so thoroughly have western water appropriators reversed the older instream rule that the law switched to their side in western states, and appropriation
spokesmen there have challenged the legality of any reservation of water for instream public uses.14

As Huber observes, the durability of pre-existing private claims creates a number of headaches for public lands management, notably that pre-existing land uses are often inconsistent with conservationist plans, and that they give a kind of unfair, almost monopolistic privilege to “grandfathered” claimants.15 Huber uses this pattern of persistent private claims as evidence for his argument that there is a large gap in most current theories of the evolution of property rights: these theories presume that the endpoint of evolution consists of private rights, but they give us very little in the way of a theory of property owned by governments.16

To be sure, aside from evolutionary theories, the topic of public property has not been neglected by any means; property scholars have generated a number of overall theories of public property, most notably in the vast number of works concerning the “public trust” that followed Joseph Sax’s seminal article on that topic over forty years ago.17 Moreover, the works of Elinor Ostrom and her colleagues have engendered a considerable amount of legal scholarship on commonly held property, which some might think resembles governmentally owned property or evolves into it, and which indeed does overlap with governmental property in some very long-standing instances, such as the age-old water courts in the Spanish province of Valencia.18 By the same token, scholars like Katrina Wyman have analyzed the institutional factors that influence the direction and scope of publicly regulated resources.19
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But Huber's more specific issue—the persistence of inconsistent private claims on supposedly repurposed public property—does seem to present a rather puzzling gap in current thinking about property and an odd difference between governmentally and individually owned property. A private owner is generally quite capable of changing the purposes of her property without giving particular deference to prior uses, so long as all legal claims are met. If I own a lot and lease it out as a gas station, I can later change my mind, refuse to renew the lease, demolish the existing structure, and build a commercial building on the lot. I have to wait out or buy out the lease term of the existing tenant, and I will have to meet environmental cleanup standards and land use regulations, but I owe nothing to the prior lessee aside from respect for his or her legal lease and perhaps notice of my change of plans. Even the favorable treatment accorded to residential tenants in rent control jurisdictions is a matter of legal obligation on private owners, rather than any "largesse" on the part of those owners.

What, then, is the source of this indulgence toward prior users of public property? That phenomenon differs from the local governmental grandfathering of pre-existing nonconforming uses when land-use regulations change. Regulatory grandfathering also produces vexing long-term holders of anti-environmental uses and monopoly-like privileges for prior claimants. But with this more familiar form of grandfathering, the prior claimant is the owner of the property in question and had a legal right to indefinite use prior to the change in regulatory practice; in such cases, grandfathering is effectively an alternative to compensation for a valid entitlement. This is not true for claims like those of Bundy, whose grazing allowance was time-limited all along, or those of cabin residents in the national parks, whose initial rights do not include year-round residence.

Huber's historical discussion of the federal public lands suggests that past practice is particularly important for those properties. Past entitlements here seem to cast a special shadow on the future, eclipsing the public's current entitlement to take back its property. Accordingly, we have to address the question: why does past practice appear to loom large in the case of the federal public lands?

One possibility is that upon reflection, the phenomenon is illusory. Perhaps public property and private property are not so different with respect to the phenomenon of durable private claims (hereinafter DURPRICLs), and DURPRICLs are not really so unusual after all on any kind of property. That is to say, even on private property, I might find it harder to expel my gas station tenant than the formal law suggests, so that private property and public property are alike after all with respect to prior claimants. No matter whether property is public or private, some users that have established themselves and stayed in place for a long time can be hard to shake off. This is certainly true of non-human invaders, like weeds and gophers; these insouciant invaders can create hell for property owners, and the DURPRICL phenomenon for them may occur simply because the owner is incapable of getting rid of them once they have dug in. Some human private tenants can be extraordinarily tenacious too, like the one-time homeowner in Florida who managed to evade foreclosure for well over two decades. With a certain modicum of embellishment, a tenant from hell might even become the stuff of a screenplay.

Some of these rather unusual cases derive from excessive deployment of tenant or homeowner protection laws, but even aside from those laws, DURPRICLs run through several important areas of ordinary property law. Are not DURPRICLs the essence of the venerable principle of “first in time, first in right”? There are all sorts of explanations for this principle: the superior defensive position of the first taker (rather like established weeds and the gophers); the signal that coming first sends about the intensity of the taker’s desire for the object; the manner in which first takers of different objects might reciprocally respect and defend one another’s holding; and so on. Moreover, the user who is not first, but only a longtime possessor, can also be assimilated to the first mover in our property law. The doctrine of
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adverse possession may allow a longtime resident to displace even a true owner—a widely recognized version of DURPRICLs in American law.

Even so, first possessors are not trespassers, and they do not encroach on anyone else’s property. As for adverse possession, this doctrine too has a number of requirements that counteract DURPRICLs. Perhaps most important is the formal or informal requirement that the adverse possessor have some excuse for the trespass—or, as it is more technically described, he or she must have a “claim of right.”25 Successful adverse possession of private property depends in considerable measure on the opinions of ordinary people in the neighborhood and on the jury, and ordinary people do not like willful trespassers.26 By contrast, on the federal public lands adverse possession is technically not permitted at all,27 yet as Huber’s article demonstrates, many prior users manage to hang on. These persons, in spite of their legal trespass, often do have the approval of their neighbors—or at least some significant portion of them, as the Bundy imbroglio shows. And as Huber’s discussion of the Point Reyes controversy also illustrates, users in place may have an additional advantage if they can garner public support: they can leverage it to pressure political decision makers.28

It would seem, then, that DURPRICLs do have considerably more weight on public property than on private property—or, at least, that is the case for the federal public lands. But that “at least” qualification is important: it speaks to a second reason why DURPRICLs seem to occur so regularly on public property.

The second reason for the prevalence of DURPRICLs on public property creates somewhat more of a doubt about Huber’s argument: Huber’s examples are drawn not from public property generally but from a special type of public property. There is a distinct possibility that the federal public lands are an exceptional and odd version of property owned by the public and managed by governments. Perhaps the DURPRICL phenomenon on the
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federal public lands does deviate substantially from the experience of private property owners. But it might also deviate from the experiences of other kinds of public owners.

In fact, governmental bodies take ownership of all kinds of property where DURPRICLs are not at all evident. Governments own waterworks, municipal parks, office buildings, electrical utilities, streets and roads, and in these contexts, governments behave much like other kinds of owners. One does not notice durable private claims on the New Jersey Turnpike, in the Library of Congress Reading Room, or in the Pima County Courthouse.

More than that, governmental property ownership sometimes takes direct aim at prior uses precisely in order to demolish them. In the 1950s and 1960s, urban renewal programs bought up private property in forced sales and then turned it over to developers with the express purpose of getting rid of prior uses, under the sometimes thin veil of “blight” removal. In the view of a number of critical commentators at the time, such programs sometimes succeeded all too well, giving rise to the popular and bitter joke that the real name of urban renewal was “Negro removal.” And urban renewal was by no means the first such governmental attack on prior uses. Almost a century earlier, New York created its iconic Central Park on land that had previously contained a small African-American community and a number of informal settlers; these people were summarily expelled and their structures demolished. Whatever one’s assessment of the wisdom or justice of such policies, DURPRICLs were nowhere to be seen in these examples of governmentally owned property; quite the contrary, private claims were ousted, no matter how durable.

All this raises doubts regarding whether the federal public lands are an exemplar of public property more generally. Indeed, the Constitution itself embeds a distinction between what are now considered two major classes of federally owned property: Article I property and Article IV property. The former includes so-called federal “enclaves”—post offices, army bases, governmental office buildings, and other kinds of property that serve direct federal ends. Over time, most of these federal enclaves were either reserved
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from Article IV public lands or acquired under the auspices of Article I, Section 8, the “necessary and proper” clause,\textsuperscript{32} although the now-beleaguered Post Office got a clause of its own in Article I.\textsuperscript{33} These Article I enclaves have few DURPRICLs. Eudora Welty may have written a story whose protagonist explained “Why I Live at the P.O.,” but there are no other known characters like this at the P.O., or at other Article I property sites either.\textsuperscript{34}

Instead, the DURPRICL phenomenon appears to be an issue regarding just one type of governmentally owned property: Article IV property, which consists of virtually all the other property that the federal government owns. Article IV property applies to the great swaths of property that the federal government acquired in large part by purchase and by war, but for no particular federal purpose.\textsuperscript{35} As Huber capably describes, Congress originally did leave the public lands in a state of more or less open access for the benefit of early settlers and other exploiters; only later did Congress repurpose these lands for various other ends like parks, forestry, grazing, and oil leasing, as the federal government shifted to a “proprietary” mode of management.

But Article IV lands have always suffered from a certain vagueness and drift. The republic’s early statesmen and politicians were not certain what to do about all this land, a fact perhaps reflected in the buried location of Article IV’s property clause. Section 3, the property clause, is tucked in among other clauses about full faith and credit and extradition, along with the now-disgraced state obligations to return fugitive slaves; in substance, moreover, the section kicks the can down the road by simply saying that Congress is to have authority over the public lands.\textsuperscript{36} Congress, in the early years, quickly decided on settlement and exploitation as the goal, as Huber
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illustrates, but it wavered between selling these lands and effectively giving them away to audacious early settlers, newly formed states, and powerful interests like timber cutters and railways.\footnote{37} In the years before the Civil War, the settlement of the public lands was a matter of intense interest in the constitutional debate over slavery.\footnote{38} But constitutional law scholars today tend to pay little attention to the property clause,\footnote{39} now apparently a dull thing by comparison to the powerful Article I (congressional powers), the jurisprudentially rich Article III (judicial power), the glamorous First Amendment (freedom of speech, assembly, and religion), or the rights-rich Fourteenth Amendment (due process and equal protection obligations of the states).

So, what is the problem with the Article IV federal public lands? Why has the shift from the open access model to the proprietary model been accompanied by so permissive an attitude about nonconforming uses held over from the past—a phenomenon that really does not affect many other kinds of public property? The remainder of this comment gives four possible answers implicit or explicit in Huber’s analysis; some overlapping, but others more intuitively obvious. I would suggest that all of them distinguish the federal public lands from other kinds of public property and thus might weaken Huber’s implicit assumption that the federal public lands can stand in as an example of public property generally.

1. **Bigness.** This is the most intuitive reason for permissiveness: the federal public lands occupy an enormous territory, commonly approximated at one-third of the nation, largely situated in the western states and Alaska.\footnote{40}


\footnote{39. Id. at 6 n.21.

An area this large raises major challenges for policing. Private property owners are not charged with managing such huge areas, and neither are other governmental owners. New York’s Central Park may be large as city parks go, but it is totally dwarfed by the federal public lands in, say, Utah, where the federal public lands comprise sixty-five percent of the state. The sheer size of the federal public lands helps explain why there are private lessees and other permittees on the federal public lands to begin with: management of areas so immense almost necessarily requires delegation to others. In a scenario of limited resources, it makes more sense to direct and police new uses than to try to get rid of old ones, for reasons discussed below.

2. Heterogeneous constituencies, or public choice. The federal public lands are not only large, they are also diverse; and with that diversity comes a great diversity in the groups with an interest in the management and use of the lands. But as Huber shows, the intensity of these groups’ interests also varies, largely in proportion to their occupation of or proximity to the lands in question. Furthermore, among those in close proximity to the federal public lands, long-term users are the most intensely interested of all. Like weeds and gophers, already-established users are apt to be much more tenacious than new claimants. This is for psychological reasons: the famous “endowment effect” supposedly makes losing what you have weigh more heavily than gaining some new good. There are financial reasons too; existing users often have capital investments that depend on continuing use—and by God, they are going to fight for them.

By contrast, there are many other interested parties who would like to see the public lands devoted to this or that purpose, but their interests are sporadic, relatively small-scale, and they sometimes involve passive uses without major investment; for example, birding. By comparison to, say, a current coal-mining enterprise, how intensely will a scattered set of New
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Hampshire birders—even birders with expensive binoculars—fight to halt the Wyoming pit mine that has already levelled the bird habitat and bristles with huge, heavy equipment? This classic public choice scenario—concentrated and intense interests versus diffuse and mild ones—was analyzed many years ago by Joe Sax in the famous public trust article that awakened so much interest in the management of the federal public lands.44

Once again, consider an ordinary municipal park as an example of a different kind of public property: the scene is one where the dominating constituencies are basically all local, instead of a scene in which intense local users are pitted against diffuse and distant ones. People living near the park are likely to have a considerably greater interest in it, but at least there is a nearby pool of potentially interested parties, including other city residents who can actually frequent the park.45

3. **Blurred missions.** In the early republic, the purposes to which the Article IV lands would be put were undefined—open access, as Huber says, or, more colloquially, anything goes. But even with the arrival of Huber’s proprietary model, the purposes to which the public lands should be put remain vague. The guiding principle for the lands under the administration of both the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land management is “Multiple Use/Sustained Yield,” commonly known as MUSY.46 It is hard to justify—or to dispute—any particular choice under such a latitudinarian standard. Even in lands like the national parks, supposedly administered under a principle of “dominant use,” multiple constituents can drive administrators in contrary directions. Alston Chase some years ago fulminated over the influence of the hunters who wanted Yellowstone National Park to act as a giant elk reserve at the expense of native vegetation and other wildlife.47 Meanwhile, ranchers outside the Park push to reduce the size of the Park’s bison

44. Sax, supra note 17.
herd, whose wanderings, they say, might spread brucellosis to their ani-

mals.\textsuperscript{48} Then there are the campers, backpackers, geyser-watchers, biolo-
gists, wildlife viewers, snowmobilers, and more and more interests, all of
which have their own lists of demands for what the Park should be.

In short, given the cacophony of voices and the blurred purposes of fed-
eral public lands, it is not so surprising that prior users can slip off the en-
forcement radar. Again, a municipal public park like Central Park may have
multiple uses and purposes, but by comparison to the federal public lands,
Central Park’s mission is a laser beam, much reducing the opportunities for
private claims altogether, not to speak of durable ones.

4. And something else: more historical echoes. Huber’s excellent
presentation gives readers a history of the federal public lands that illustrates
their particular sensitivity to durable claims—although, in my view, that
history does not necessarily affect other kinds of public property. I would
like to suggest another lingering leftover from the past, one that may still
embolden both old and new users of the federal public lands in particular
and leave federal officers on the defensive.

In the spirit of Huber’s article, I first go back to the early republic, and
I consider again why statesmen of that era were so anxious to settle the
public lands with private owners—that is to say, why those statesmen were
willing in the first place to countenance private claims to the public lands
(the predecessors to the claims that have now become DURPRICLS).

Historian Thomas Le Duc once called the early decision to disperse the
federal lands to private owners a “fateful” one, but one for which Americans
at the time undoubtedly had differing reasons.\textsuperscript{49} Economic and defense rea-
sons clearly loomed large, as Huber argues. Many in the new American re-
public hoped to use the western lands to pay back the nation’s debts and to
fund other useful projects. Moreover, their pervasive conviction was that
these lands should be devoted to farming, and farming was considered
something to be done by private efforts, not governmental ones.\textsuperscript{50}

\textsuperscript{48} Peter Morrisette, \textit{Is There Room for Free-Roaming Bison in Greater Yellowstone?},
(1993).


\textsuperscript{50} O’Callaghan, \textit{supra} note 35, at 134; Le Duc, \textit{supra} note 49, at 5.
But another, less widespread motivation was also in play as they considered the future of the public lands: the preservation of small-'R' republicanism. Given the very sharp historical consciousness of statesmen in the new republic, their knowledge of the English past, and their familiarity with Blackstone's Commentaries, some were certainly aware of the traditional role that a large landed endowment could play in funding a monarchy, and of the way that an endowment could free kings from the need to ask Parliament for taxes. More specifically, they would have known that in the years prior to the outbreak of the English Civil Wars in the mid-seventeenth century, the Stuart monarch Charles I had attempted to squeeze revenues from the royal endowment in order to avoid calling an increasingly rebellious Parliament.

Charles I's efforts to avoid Parliament ultimately failed dramatically, but for at least some early Americans, republican prudence added to other reasons for getting the public lands out to private owners rapidly and for assuring the political future of those owners, so as to ward off anything that might approximate a royal domain. One of the new nation's first and most important acts under the Articles of Confederation was to enact the Northwest Ordinance, not only encouraging sale and settlement of the public lands, but also making certain that the western settlers could establish states

51. For historical consciousness, see, e.g., The Federalist No. 6 (Alexander Hamilton) (discussing the politics of Henry VIII’s adviser Cardinal Wolsey); Federalist No. 69 (Alexander Hamilton) (referring to powers of Stuart Kings Charles I and Charles II). See also Blackstone’s remark that “fortunately for the liberty of the subject” British monarchs had dissipated the royal domain, a point that St. George Tucker nailed down in a note to his 1803 edition of Blackstone's Commentaries. 2 St. George Tucker, Blackstone's Commentaries: With Notes of Reference to the Constitution and Laws of the Federal Government of the United States and of the Commonwealth of Virginia 306–307 (1803) (citing Richard Price, Observations on the Importance of the American Revolution 10 (1784) to assert that the dissipation of a once-substantial royal domain had made the crown dependent on the people).


of their own on an “equal footing” with existing states.54 The 1787 Constitution included a much stronger chief executive—worryingly like a king to some of the Antifederalists, particularly since they thought that the new “consolidated” national government would be too large for genuine republican self-governance.55 But the new national government continued the equal footing doctrine for the western lands, a practice that should have allayed lingering concerns about a new kind of royal domain.56

Nevertheless, the republican worry about the federal public lands—that they might become a fund to make the federal government independent of the people—continued to surface from time to time. In 1803, the year of the Louisiana Purchase, the Appendix to St. George Tucker’s edition of Blackstone’s Commentaries made a pointed comment that all governments, republican as well as monarchic, were subject to this danger.57 The issue re-ignited briefly three decades later among the fierce objections to a Senate proposal that threatened to limit public land sales. In urging continued disposal, South Carolina Senator Robert Hayne cited the danger of government funded by a “permanent national treasury” rather than taxes, “whether to be derived from public lands or from any other source.”58 Even Joseph Story referred to the concern of some that the public lands might turn into something like a royal domain, although Story dismissed the concern as insuffi- ciently attentive to the difference between monarchies and our own republican polity.59 This response begged the old antifederalist question whether

58. 21 REG. DEB. 33–34 (1830) (statement of Sen. Hayne). Senator Daniel Webster responded that the income from the public lands benefited all the people. Id. at 38 (statement of Sen. Webster). See also PAUL W. GATES, HISTORY OF PUBLIC LAND LAW DEVELOPMENT 9–11 (1968) (describing debate).
such a large government could be truly republican, an objection of which Story was well aware.\footnote{Id. § 1280, at 158 (referring to fear at the time of the Louisiana Purchase that the United States had already been too geographically large for a national government).}

But memories of an independent domain to fund Stuart tyranny seemed to fade as settlers poured into the western lands—lands that in great part were practically given away. So long as federal landownership seemed a temporary way station on the way to private property, the government’s Article IV property could hardly threaten the nation’s republican government or the new states’ sovereignty, in spite of the minor federal powers left over from territorial days.\footnote{See United States v. Gratiot, 39 U.S. 526 (1840) (United States could continue to lease rather than sell federal land in Illinois after the territory became a state).} Once new states were formed, one might think that Article IV federal land ownership was almost like any other kind of private ownership—just that it was private land manqué.

But it was precisely the paradigm shift that Huber analyses, from open access to proprietorship, that made federal ownership different from other kinds of ownership. When in the later nineteenth century the federal government started to make plans of its own for its Article IV lands, it also began to argue that the federal landowner was a landowner with a special status.\footnote{See Hunt v. United States, 278 U.S. 96, 99–100 (1928) (United States was entitled to reduce deer herd to protect national forest despite state game law to the contrary); United States v. Alford, 274 U.S. 264 (1927) (United States may protect national forests by prohibiting fires on nearby land); Camfield v. United States, 167 U.S. 518, 525–526 (1897) (United States has powers of ordinary landowner on its lands but also the power to prevent effective enclosure of its property by measures akin to police power).}

What one federal forest lawyer called “antifederalist leanings” against such expansive claims led to constitutional challenges as early as the later nineteenth century, but to little avail.\footnote{Philip P. Wells, Philip P. Wells in the Forest Service Law Office, FOREST HIST., Apr. 1972, at 22, 24 (reprint of Letter from Philip P. Wells, Law Officer, U.S. Forest Serv., to Gifford Pinchot, 1st Chief of U.S. Forest Serv. (Mar. 27, 1913)).} Federal claims of special status culminated in the twentieth century in such cases as \emph{Kleppe v. New Mexico},\footnote{426 U.S. 529 (1976).} which roundly affirmed powers in the federal landowner not granted to other landowners—not because these lands served any enumerated Article I purpose like the post office or national defense or other federal enclave.
properties, but simply because these massive lands belonged to the federal government.65

Today, these assertions of the special status of Article IV property have fueled an ever-simmering revolt in the western states—the states that contain such large percentages of federal land. The so-called Sagebrush Rebellion of the 1980s, now said to be in a new iteration, often prominently included demands that the federal public lands be granted to the states and localities or to private owners.66 The current echo of early republican anxieties sounds in the hatred and distrust of “Washington.” Cliven Bundy’s supporters have been known to sport the white wigs of the revolutionary era and they are fond of claiming support from the Constitution.67 As odd and anachronistic as these antics may seem to the rest of the country, Sagebrush westerners sniff something like the odor of a royal domain in the special status of the federal public lands, a domain controlled by dictatorial bureaucrats who hold their region in a subordinate status.

In reality, of course, the federal public lands are very far from generating vast independent revenues for the federal government; quite the contrary, some in Congress have fretted over their lax management for many years.68 Moreover, no part of the country has greater access to the federal public lands than the West, and in general no part of the country has bellied up

65. For differing views of this subject, compare, e.g., Appel, supra note 38, at 10, 78 (arguing that the federal government has very extensive governmental powers over Article IV lands) to Landever, supra note 56, at 572–590 (arguing that the federal government was thought to have limited power under the Property Clause until the twentieth century) and David E. Engdahl, State and Federal Power Over Federal Property, 18 ARIZ. L. REV. 283, 361–362 (1976) (arguing that the federal power over Article IV lands is largely that of an ordinary landowner).


68. See Gates, supra note 58, at 9–11 (describing congressional debate over sale of public lands in 1830); see also Huber, supra note 1, at 1027–1029 (discussing late nineteenth-century congressional action to reserve some federal lands and resources).
more readily to the federal trough.\textsuperscript{69} Federal contributions to the western states signal the ways in which the modern federal, state, and local relationships have become more symbiotic than confrontational. For many who regard constitutional law as an evolving venture, federal authority on the public lands may seem a predictable response to the scale of modern environmental and natural resource management demands. But to some, like Cliven Bundy and his militia friends, the federal public lands are a constant reminder of the potential ascendancy of distant autocracy. It is not just the executive branch that could seemingly use the public lands to undermine the liberties of the people; it is the entire federal government.

And so, I would suggest, the lingering bogeyman of autocracy offers a rationale and an excuse for DURPRICLs on the Article IV federal lands, adding to the claimants’ tenacity and sometimes to their capacity to intimidate. Certainly there are other reasons why the federal landlord is so indulgent to prior uses, including those reasons discussed above: size, diversity, blurry purposes, and susceptibility to concentrated special interests. All these factors make this kind of public property a special case among public properties. But the peculiar political concerns from the past enlarge these factors with a kind of republican righteousness, augmenting the reasons why the Article IV lands have special problems with DURPRICLs.

Bruce Huber’s excellent article argues that we need to be cautious about creating new entitlements to use the federal public lands, particularly in connection with renewable energy installations like solar or wind power. These are likely to take up vast stretches of public land, and his history suggests that new permittees might outlast their welcome in the future. His warning for the federal public lands is certainly well taken.

But does his warning apply to other kinds of publicly held property? Take a municipal park: if such property is relatively discrete in size, held for a more specific purpose, and influenced more evenly by the relevant constituencies, it would seem to generate fewer problems with durable private claims—in large part because it would have been far slower to grant any private claims to begin with (I am tempted to say, fewer DURPRICLs because fewer PRICLs).

An interesting test case for Huber’s warning might be the new forms of hybrid property found in environmental trading markets (ETMs), which include cap-and-trade programs that set overall limits to pollution or extraction of a common good like air or water, dividing the usable portion into individual permits and allocating those permits to particular users who may trade the permits to others. ETMs have been created at both the state and federal levels, and in spite of their mixed record, they are currently under much discussion as methods for reducing greenhouse gases.\(^\text{70}\)

The best-known and most successful ETMs to date in the United States have been federal, particularly the cap-and-trade program for the acid rain precursor sulfur dioxide (SO\(_2\)), along with a scattering of other cap-and-trade programs, including some for fisheries.\(^\text{71}\) These federal ETM success stories suggest a pattern akin to, but not exactly the same as, the one that Huber sees in the public lands. In spite of arguments from economists that environmental permits should be allocated initially by auction to the highest bidders, these entitlements have been regularly grandfathered to prior polluters in the case of SO\(_2\),\(^\text{72}\) and to the major fishermen in the case of fishing rights.\(^\text{73}\) The story thus has not been so much one of the durability of prior entitlements as it has been indulgence to those who would otherwise be losers in a regulatory change.

Indeed, the ETM experience suggests that the durability of private claims on Article IV lands can be seen not so much as the exemplar of a problem with public property as an exaggerated instance of a more general resistance to regulatory change—resistance that has to be overcome, if at all, by paying off those who did well in a prior regime. In that sense, Huber’s analysis of private claims on federal public lands seems to be a particularly


\(^{71}\) For examples of fisheries regulated by tradable rights regimes, see Wyman, supra note 19, at 164–176 (describing these regimes in U.S. fisheries).

\(^{72}\) Merrill, supra note 70, at 284.

acute example of a more general pattern, one that has been studied especially by economist Gary Libecap: regulatory regimes cannot change, even for the betterment of the public overall, without taking into account the distributional demands of those who did well under the old regime.  

The larger lesson would seem to be that we need to be on the lookout for the kinds of private entitlements that we create with any governmentally sponsored program, but most especially where the program is large and difficult to monitor, the purpose is not well-defined, and public choice factors loom large. Unfortunately, Article IV lands exemplify all these characteristics in very large measures, but it is not so clear that other public properties—like the hybrid property right in ETMs—share these special problems of durability. 

In particular, other kinds of public property do not share the small-‘R’ republican legacy that echoes in some westerners’ attitudes toward the public lands. Conflicts dating from before the founding of the United States live on in the debates over Article IV public lands, in spite of the centuries that have passed and the practical mutual relationships that have emerged between our national and state or local enterprises. On the federal public lands, in the famous lines penned by William Faulkner, “The past is never dead. It’s not even past.”